2011 St. Supéry Napa Valley Estate Moscato

92 points Wine Spirits Magazine

"This ripe, floral muscat tastes like fresh peaches cut with a sharp knife. Acidity keeps it firm, while earthen bass notes keep it vinous. A delicious, off-dry white with substantial structure, this is a head-on match for grilled prawns with exotic fruit salsa or fried chicken and biscuits."

- 2012

Vibrant young hues of pale yellow and green present in this wine. Opulent tropical aromas combine with peach, mango, kiwi, orange and lime zest. Explosive flavors follow with similar kiwi and mango, a hint of honeydew, stone fruit and a zippy orange rind finish. This sweet wine is terrific, rich and exciting, finishing clean and balanced.

Winemaker, Michael Scholz

Blend: 100% Muscat Canelli